IN THIS ISSUE
Ai rcraft designers we re a m ong the first people to exploit the power of
su per computers. Over the yea rs, they have developed and refined computational
m ethods for m odeling increasingly complex flow phenomena. In this issue of
CRA Y CHANNELS, Dr. Paul Rubbert, of the Boeing Commercial Airplane Co.,
describes how today's computati onal methods are transforming the science of
a ircraft desig n . O ur regular departments complement Dr. Rubbert's narrative with
descriptions of a computationa lly designed flat-bottomed nacelle and a record
breaking fluid flow calcula tion performed at Cray's Mendota Heights, Minnesota
facility .
Along w ith the well-establis hed uses of CRA Y computers in the aerospace
industry, CRAYs are helping scientists model a diverse range of natural and
ind u strial phen omena. O ther feature articles in this issue describe the role of
CRAYs in astrophysical research a nd image processing. In addition, we hig hlight
unique applications of CRAYs in modeling cell motion and chemical vapor
deposition reactors.
As the number of CRAYs installed worldwide grows, so, it seems, does the
imagi n ation of the scientific community. As scien tists and engineers devise more
complex computa tiona l problems, th e list of supercomputer uses continues to
grow.lt's our hope th a t, thro ug h CRA Y CHANNELS, we can keep you abreast of
the expanding range of a pplications fo r Cray computers.
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Impact on design
From within the commercial transport organization
of the Boeing Company, I have been able to observe
how computational aerodynamics, or computational
fluid dynamics (CFD), has changed the aerodynamic
design process. The following paragraphs describe
various ways in which its impact has been felt.
CFD h as become an integral part of the aerodynamic
design process. Today's design processes are ver y
computationally oriented. Standard design approaches use proven CFD tools and there are continuing efforts to learn how the latest computational
tools will en ter into and change the design process.
For an airplane development program today, the
dollars invested in CFD design are a significant fraction of those invested in wind tunnel testing. The
forecast is for CFD to consume an ever-increasing
percentage of total design costs.
Among its effects, CFD has taught us what wind
tunnels cannot do. It has opened our eyes to some of
the limitations of the wind tunnel as a design tool.
The w ind tunnel is an excellent means for acquiring
g lobal information concerning lift, drag, moments,
etc., and for revealing the presence of unanticipated
flow phenomena. However, it cannot do inverse
design; it does not permit a rapid, sequential design
process; and it is very expensive and sometimes impossible to measure flow phenomena in fine detail.
A major use of CFD is to reveal details of fluid flow
phenomena that wind tunnels cannot produce.
Although CFD is used in many different ways, I
have observed that it is mostly used to provide
detailed understanding of the flow, su ch as surface
pressure distributions, shock wave locations and
strengths, streamline paths, boundary layer behavior, and so on . This information is used to assess
the quality and characteristics of a particular flow,
to learn about cause and effect relationships in
design, and to point the way toward a better design.
Although the computer complements the wind
tunnel and changes the character of testing, in most
cases it does not replace wind tunnel testing. I find
the character of w ind tunnel testing to be ch anged
in the direction of design verifica tion with CFD
providing the design and providing a priori guidance concerning the need and location for specific
flow diagnostic measurements. The wind tunnel
uncovers unanticipated physical phenomena that
may not have been modeled in a computation. CFD,
in turn, is used to aid in diagnosing and understanding certain features of the flow that are observed in
the wind tunnel. In summary, wind tunnels turn
out to be used for what they can d o best, and CFD
for wh at it does best. The roles are strongly
complementary.
CFD, in many cases, is not used principally to
reduce design costs, but rather to achieve a superior
design. The economics of the commercial airplane
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business is such that the leverage of a superior
design leads to large expenditure s in the quest for
the best. If CFD offers opportuniti es for a superior
design, then it w ill be heavily used together wit h
wind tunnel testing.
CFD a lso provides grea ter opportunity for innovative design. When faced wi th a configuration concept for which no experimenta l database exists, computational methods usu ally can produce a design
that will perform well enough in its first w ind
tunnel entry to allow meaningful evalu ation and a
clear path toward incremental improvemen t. Wi thout com putational design, firs t wind tunnel results
frequently turn out to be unacceptabl y bad and with
no clear path toward improvemen t. Hence, CFD can
be a very powerful lever in exploring new or innovative design concepts.

Specific examples
I would like to describe in some detail two specific
examples w here CFD has had a well-defined impact
on the design of recent Boeing aircraft. I offer the following discourse to convey a feeli ng about the way
in wh ich computation al methods have become an
integral part of the design process.

coined a name for the mysterious quantity. They
called it "interferenc e drag."
A computation a l attack aimed at understandi ng and
resolving this problem was initiated several years
ago. The first step was to calibrate and gain confidence in a computa tional modeling of the wing/stru t/nacelle/plu me flow, which took some time and
learning. But w ith that in hand, three different
nacelle insta llations were analyzed and compared
with experiment, a nd good correlation between
computed and measured drag was obtained (see
Figure 2). The important point is that the computation revealed the source of the interference drag,
w hich the wind tunnel had been unable to do. It
was none other than induced or vortex drag caused
by a change in wing span loading due to the presence of the nacelle and strut. (One asset of computationa l methods is that it is usu ally a straightforward process to individually calculate the induced
drag, wave drag, and profile drag. The usual wind
tunnel test provides only the total drag).
DRAG
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Nacelle installation

CFD did what could not be accomplished in a wind
tu nnel - close-couple d nacelle ins tallations. For
conventiona l underwing- mo unted turbofan engines, it is desirable for the vertical location of the
nacelle to be close to the wing . This is particula rly
important for minimizing ground clearance problems (and hence, landing gear length) associated
with the large diameter of modern turbofan engines.
The state of the art achieved th rough many years of
wind tunnel testing concerning the positioning of a
nacelle relative to a wing is shown in Figure 1. Designers found that if a nacelle was positioned so
close to the wing as to appear above the dotted line
in Figure 1, the drag increased to unacceptabl e
levels. Th e source of this unwanted drag was not
made clear by wi nd tunnel testing, but designers
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Figure 1. Baseline via wind tunnel test methodology.
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Figure 2. Analysis of wing loading and nacelle drag.
With that information in hand, the design solution
became clear; namely to contou r the nacelle and
strut to prevent adverse impact to the span wise load
distribution of the wi ng. Properly contoured nacelle
and strut design was done much more effectively
with computa tiona l methods than with the w ind
tunnel because computation al methods automatical ly produce fi nely detailed pressure distribution s on
a ll wing, strut, and nacelle surfaces. In the process,
an added bonus was achieved by carefully redesigning the section sh ape of the strut to reduce local supervelocity levels th at were contributing unnecessarily to profile drag and that could lead to local
sh ock wave formation at the high er Mach numbers.
The know ledge and computation al experience thus
obtained subsequentl y were applied to the design of
the Boeing 757, 767, 737-300, and KC-135R nacelle
insta llations, enabling very close-couple d installations to be achieved without incurring a significant
drag penalty. In this instance, computation s a llowed
the achievemen t of a configuratio n goal that was
never ach ieved by 20 yea rs of wind tunnel testing
an d experimenta tion .

Identification of high-lift loss

In another instance, CFD was instrumental in solving a high-lift problem. A puzzling and potentially
serious problem arose during flight test of a Boeing
707 re-engined with la rger diameter CFM 56 engines. Th e problem was an unexpected loss of 10
percent in ma ximum lift capability that a ppeared
during flight test but had not been predicted by
wind tunnel tests. At firs t, there a ppeared to be no
obvious experimentally derivable aerodyna mic
"fi x- up" short of extensive full-scale flight experimentation that would be prohibitively expensive.
Subsequent flow visualiza tion work s h owed that at
wi nd tunnel Reynolds numbers, the maximum-lift
characteristics of the wing were d ominated by the
outboard section cha racteristics. At flig ht Reynolds
numbers, the outboard w ing sections benefited from
the increased Reynolds number, and the maximumlift performance became limited by an unfavorable
inboard wing boundary layer/nacelle vortex interaction. Thus, different ph ysical mechanisms were
dominating the m aximum-lift characteristics a t
w ind tunnel a nd flig ht conditions.
Hence, the puzzle was solved, but the problem was
not. The traditional approach wo uld be to embark
on an expensive a nd time-consuming flight test
fix-up program. H ow ever, with the ava ilability of
computational tools, a quite different approach
became feasible. The approach was to find a way to
simulate the full-sca le aerodynamics, rather than
the full-scale geometry, in the wind tunnel. This required the use of com putational tools w ith design
(inverse) capability.
It was a straightforward procedure with computational tools to design an alterna tive, nons ta ndard,
leading-edge device that would exhibit, a t wind
tunnel Reynolds numbers, the same leading-edge
separation characteristics tha t occurred on the fullscale wing at flight Reyn olds number. This device
was fitted to the outboard wing of the w ind tunnel
model. (Note: at no time was it intended to fit such
an alternative leading-edge d evice to the full-scale
wing.) In this way, the outboard wing behaved at
wind tunnel Reyno lds number ver y much like th e
full-scale w ing did in flight; that is, nacelle vortex/w ing bounday- layer interactions n ow determined the stall phenomena in the w ind tunnel.
Having now radically adjusted the w ing's s tall patterns in the w ind tunnel, attention could turn to
possible modifications to improve the maximum-lift
perfor mance. A simple fix in the form of a nacellemounted vortex control device was found that
delayed th e stall of the inboard wing associa ted w ith
the nacelle vortex phenomenon. Thus, no change to
the baseline high -lift system of the fu ll-scale a irplane
was req ui red, and the baseline flig ht level
maximum-lift performance was fully regained.
In this case, computational methods provided an effective approach to solving a problem th at cou ld not

have been done solely throug h wind tunnel testing,
and it is a ver y lucid example of the complementary
rela tionship between the wind tunnel and CFD.

Conclusion: the future
The course of future development in CFD w ill be
channeled by severa l factors. One is computing
power, w ith memor y size perhaps outweighing
CPU speed in importance. Computing power will
continue to determine what can be done in the foreseeable future.
Another factor is the rising need for a closer relations hip between algorithm research and computer
architecture. We are leaving an era where algorithm
researchers merely accept a given machine architectu re. Directions in computer architecture are clearly
in the direction of multiple processing units (the
CRA Y X-MP now h as four, with future machines expected to have more), but the computer manufacturers are only beginning to discover how algorithm
d evelopers will use them . What is n eeded is a joint
a ttack on the total problem of working together on
a lgorithms and computer archi tecture. I predict tha t
within a few years, many of us presently involved in
algorithm research w ill be more deeply involved in
this entire problem.
A third factor that presents a major ch allenge is the
user interface, with spatial and surface grid gen eration being the major component. We must find a
way to provide a reliable and easy-to-use solution to
the problem of discretizing the computational space.
At present, I perceive much activity directed at grid
embedding, patching, ma tching, and overlapping.
These are all useful for computing flows about more
complex configura tions, but they m ay not lead to
practical use by design engineers. I think that we
n eed a sizable breakthroug h in this area in addition
to continued evolution ary developments. As problems grow more complex, we may see the emergence
of "CFD laboratories" that conduct analyses for the
desig n engineer.
And we will experience a n evolutionary shift in the
direction of more interdiscip linary computational
research. The basic skills requ ired to develop computa tiona l procedures for solving the partia l differential equations of fluid mechanics are the same
as those required in other fields. I hope universities
take the lead in producing graduates w ith Ph.D.
skills in mathematics and an interes t in computing,
people w ho view the computer as an oppor,t unity to
put into practice their mathema tical skills. o
Ackn owledgements
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Most astronomers believe tha t our universe bega n
as an unimaginably violent explosion of energy. According to this Big Bang cosmology, ma tter was originally distributed uniformly throughout the uni verse. However, astronomers know that if this was
once the case, it is no longer. As tronomers working
today describe a universe wh ere den se lumps of
ma tter, called s tars, a re separated by vast distan ces
nearly devoid of ma tter. Stars, in turn, are known to
aggregate by the billion s into galaxies, which furth er
aggregate into clusters of galaxies . Finally, these
clus ters are themselves grouped into either long fila ments or flat pancakes called s uperclus ters, which
can s tretch n early one one-hundredth of the way
across the universe a nd enclose relatively empty,
nearly-spherica l voids between them. On the scale
of these superclusters, the uni verse has a cellular
"Swiss cheese" structure.
Wh y wo u ld matter cooling from the Big Bang, pres umabl y randomly distributed in space, organi ze
itself into the particular structures we observe
today? To a ttempt to answer this question, some astronomers h ave turned their a ttention to the world
of subatomic particles, and to CRA Y computers to
simulate particle behavior on a cosmic scale.
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Simulating th e large-scale s tructure of the universe's
matter requires la rge computer mem ory a nd massive
processing power. Typically, a researcher w ill feed a
com puter a model consisting of equa tions that describe h ow matter interacts, a long with the initial
positions and velocities of the particles being
tracked. Because of the complexity of such models,
most simulations of th is type include only one type
of particle. The computer evolves the model through
timesteps, providing three-dimensio n a l "sn apshots"
of the distribution o f the particles. The researc hers
then scan these pictures for pa tterns resembli ng the
dis tribution of ma tter in the ac tual universe. When
a scene from the simulation i1> fou nd to match the

actual universe, scientists can calculate a time scale
for the simula tion and determine when significant
events in the evolution of the universe occurred .

The problem
During the late 1970s, scientists began simulating
the coa lescence of the uni verse's baryonic, or visible,
matter. This ma tter includes relatively large particles
s uch as protons and neutrons. Scientists began their
simula tions by assuming an initia lly random dis tribution of particles that interact only gravitationally .
They discovered that u nder the conditions modeled,
baryo nic ma tter would be expected to aggregate into
the s maller clumps, s uch as stars and galax ies, that
we see today. But the fi lament and pancake-shape d
s upercl usters were not predicted by these simula tions: the gravity from the universe's visible matter
was ins ufficient to crea te superclus ters on a time
sca le proportionate to tha t of the actual universe.
Undaun ted, scientists began exploring the possibility that particles of nonbaryonic, or dark, ma tter
mig ht provide the needed gravity. The likeliest candidate was the n eutrino, an abundant particle that is
believed to have decoup led from the rest of the universe's ma tter only about 100 seconds after the Big
Ba ng . (In contrast, ba ryonic matter is believed to
h ave d ecoupled about a half-million years la ter.)
The earl y decoupling of neutrinos would h ave given
a neutrino-domi na ted universe a head start at superclus ter formation.
Unfortunately for the theory, neutrinos were missing a vital ingredient - mass. Without mass, neutrinos would have no g ravity to draw baryonic
ma tter into clumps. Recently, however, some experimenters claim to have detected a miniscule mass,
about 30 electron volts, for neutrinos at rest. These
experimenta l results are tentative and require additional verification, but the n eutrino mass reported

would provide approxim ately the right a mount of
"missing gravity" needed to acco un t for superclu sters of galaxies.

that d en sity. A cell's gravitati ona l potential tells the
scien tis ts the force w ith w hich it attracts particle
clouds to itself.

Another factor favors neutrino s as the most likely
"seeds" to initia te s uperclus ter formatio n. Calculations show that n eutrinos possessin g the reported
mass would gravita tionally fo rm clusters on the
same scale - tens of millions of light years - as observed s upercl usters. Once this had occurred , s uch
clumps would have a ttracted the bar yonic matter.
As the baryonic matter (Hydrog en gas) fell into the
gravita tional potentia l wells of the neutrinos, its
particles would collide wi th each other, heat and
emit visible radia tion, thus creating the superclu sters we see today.

The next step is to "push the particles " using this
force. Th e force on each particle is calculate d from
the forces in the cells that it overlaps , using the same
volume- weightin g method used to compute the
density. The new density is assigned to the mesh
and the cycle is repeated until the model has evolved
into a s tate that can be compare d with observat ions
of the actua l uni verse. For stability, timestep s must
not on ly be s ma ll compared with the time for the fastest cloud to cross a zone, but also compare d with
the dynamic al time fo r the densest accumulation of
clouds. Since accum ulations grow denser as the
model evolves, timestep s are decrease d in length as
the simulati on proceeds .

Recently conducte d three-dim ensional compute r
simulatio ns of a n early neutr ino-d om inated universe have yielded some encourag ing results. The
simulatio ns evolved filament a nd pancake shapes
that correspo nd to s uperclus ters in the actua l universe. Joan Centrell a of the Universi ty of Texas a t
Austin, and Adria n Melott of the Uni versity of
Ch icago, have been collabor ating since 1982 on the
simulatio n a nd graphic d isplay of s u percluste r formation in a neutrino -domina nt universe . They have
run their simula tions on a CRA Y 1/S a nd CRA Y
X-MP at Lawrenc e Livermo re Nation a l Laborato ry.

The numeri cal model
Simulati ng the moveme nt of every neutrino in the
universe over the course of several billion years is a
task beyond th e powers of even a CRA Y. In order to
scale the problem down to a managea ble size, Centrella and Melott carry out their simulatio ns within
a finite computa tiona l space. The space they use is a
cube correspo nding to a cube 300 lig ht years on a
side in the actual uni verse. This computa tional box
is subdivid ed by a th ree-dime nsional grid, typically
of 32x32x32 or 64x64x6 4 cells. Groups of billions o f
neutrino s are represen ted as "clouds, " with each
cloud equal in size to a g rid cell. During a simulatio n
ru n, the clouds freely move from cell to cell a nd
through each other, since they are modeled as collisionless matter, interacti ng on ly gravita tionall y.
Centrella and Melott have been running sim ulations
with a nywhere from 100,000 to 1 million clouds.
One such run with nearly 200 timestep s requi res
three hours of compute r time, includin g disk I/0.
Centrella and Melott use a standard numerica l
method, the Cloud-in -Cell (CIC) method, which involves first ass ig ning a density to the mesh. In the
CIC method, the volume of a cloud overlapp ing a
cell determin es the mass of the cloud assigned to
that cell. A typical cloud with a designat ed position
and velocity will overlap eight g rid cells. The m ore
clouds that overlap a cell, the greater the cell's density, thus the grea ter its gravitati onal pull on clouds
in neighbor ing cells. Once each cell's density is
determin ed by the total cloud volume overlapp ing
it, its gravitati onal potential is calculate d based on

Optimi zing the code
Centrella and Melott chose to run their simulati ons
on a CRA Y because of its speed and large memory .
Adequate resolutio n of the structure s that form
during a run requires a mini mu m of 32 cells along
one edge of the com putation al box. A more detailed
s tud y of the structure s requires 64 cells per edge.
"Those g rid sizes translate into minimum central
memory requirem ents of about 70,000 to 600,000
wo rds respectiv ely. Of course, addition al memory is
needed for particle positions and velocitie s," explained Joan Centrella. "Such memory requirem ents
make the relatively slower DEC-20 or VAX computers, which contain large virtua l memorie s, a better
choice than faster compu ters, s uch as the Cyber
175/750, which have much smaller memorie s. However, these smaller compute rs are really very slow.
In fact, our optimize d code runs abou t 100 times
faster on a CRA Y w ith two million words of central
memory than it does on a VAX."
Once memory constrain ts were satisfied, Centrella
and Melott set out to optimize their code for the
CRA Y by taki ng advantag e of the CRA Y's vector
capability. Particle- mesh calculati ons like the CIC
method naturally break into two parts: the particlepusher and the gravitati ona l potentia l solver. The
particle- pusher, w hich updates the coordin ates a nd
veloci ties of the particle clouds, is the most timeconsumi ng part of the code. Therefor e, to best increase the code's speed, Centrella a nd Melott first set
out to vectorize the particle- pusher, which accounts
for abo ut 75% of all operatio ns performe d.
Three methods were used to vectorize this part of
the program . These methods involved use of the
Cray FORTRA N Compile r (CFT), special vector
syntax and vector operatio n s carried out in machine
code. CFT automat ically vectorize d the basic
particle- pushing operatio ns. But the periodic boundary conditio ns, which introd uce particles pushed
out of the computa tional box back into the box's
opposite side, required substitut ion of special vector
syntax. In addition , the calculati ons of the density
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Models of baryon-dom inated universe using a 32x32x32 cube grid. All density values at least three times the average
density are shown at left. Note the lack of pancakes or cell ular structure. The right image shows density values at least
20 ti mes the average. Note the clum ps and lack of filaments. A If images generated on a CRA Y X -MP using UNIRAS.
on the mesh a nd the force on a ny pa rticle required
the computation of the subscripts of certain a rrays.
Since computed s ubscripts were not s upported
directly by the ha rdwa re vector ins tr uction set on
the CRA Y, Centrella and Melott used STACKLIBE, a
library of vec tor operations for the CRA Y implemented in machine code, written by Fran cis McMahon a t Lawren ce Livermore National Laboratory.
(Th is procedu re was carried out prior to the release
of CFT 1.13, which supports computed subscripts in
softwa re, and CFT 1.14, w hich supports the CRA Y
X-MP/48 ha rdwa re compressed index fun ction.)
An example of an operation requi r ing the use of s pecial vector syntax is the sta tement :
IF (X (I) .LT . SBOUND) X(l) = X (I)

+ N.

wh ich checks to see if the x-coordina te of par ticle
cloud (I) is below the lower boun d of the com putational box. If it is, the statemen t p uts it back into the
top of the box. Periodic boundary conditions s uch as
this assure a cons ta nt tota l mass w ithin the computationa l box. This consideration derives from the
assumption that on scales larger tha n that of s uperclusters, ma tter is evenly distributed through out th e
universe.
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CFT does not recognize this s tatement as a vector operation, and the p resence of "IF" s tatements inhibits
vectoriza tion of the entire DO loop in w hich they
occur. Centrella explains, " We could place the boundary conditions in a separate unvector ized loop, allowing the basic particle-pushing operation to be
vectorized . But we can do better tha n tha t by using
vector merge operation s for the periodic boundary
checks." By s ubstituting the vector merge operation :
X(l) = CVMGM (X(I)

+ N, X (I) , X(l)- SBOUND)

fo r the previous s tatement, the boundary conditions
are recognized as vector operations. In the la tter
statement the built-in function F = CVMGM (A,B,C)

is defined to be F = A if C > 0, and F = B otherwise,
with similar functions defined for C < 0 and C = 0.
An example of vectoriza tion requiring the th ird
method, w h ich uses ST ACKLIBE, w as the calculation of the force on a par ticle. The force is the
volume-weighted sum of the forces in the cells the
particle overlaps; each partial force is calcu lated
from the gradients of the potential. This procedure
involved computing the appropriate subscripts in
the poten tial arra y and "gath ering" th ese values of
the potential for each pa rticle. This "gather" operatio n was not vector izable either a utomatically or by
the s ubstitution of vector syn tax on the CRA Y. (CFT
1.13 supports "gathering" in software a nd CFT 1.14
supports the X-MP/48 h ard ware "ga ther".) But it
could be accomplish ed by calling the ST ACKLIBE
su broutine QVTILS, which performs an operation
ca lled " trans mit index list."
In this operation, an index list array (IL) is first
filled with the subscripts of th e zones in the poten tial
array that the par ticle overlaps. QVTILS is then
given IL, th e potentia l array A from which the
values are to be ga th ered, and an array B in w h ich
they a re to be stored. The subroutine is then simply
ca lled in the FORTRAN program :
CALL QVTILS (B, IL, A, Nl).

Schematically,
B(M) = A(IL(M )) .

w here M = 1,2, ... Nl. Centrella comments, "The
power of th is meth od can be seen from the fact that
we can take NI = 8NTOT; in oth er words we can
'ga ther' the con tribution s for each of the eigh t zones
involved for all NTOT par ticles. (NTOT is the total
number of particles in the box.) Th e fo rce components a re then calculated by taking th e gradients of
the p otential u sing the values stored in arrays such
as B."

)

Models of neutrino-dominated universe using a 64x64x64 cube grid. All density values at least three times the average
are shown at left. Note the planar structures (interconnected pancakes) and large voids. The image at right shows density
values at least 20 times the average. Th e fi lament shapes are the "co res" and intersections of the pancakes.
After optimizing the particle-pus h er, Centrella and
Mellot set out to vectorize the gravitational-potential
solver. This involved solving Poisson 's equation for
gravitational potential on the mesh using a fas t Fourier transform (FFT) method, which is computationally effi cient. The FFT of a 3-0 arra y is a tripl e s um
over the three subscripts of the array. " We transform
each of these s ubscripts in turn, holding the other
two constant," explained Centrella. "For each of
these three one-dimensional Fourier trans forms we
use a CRA Y optimized library FFT subroutine. Since
the Poisson solver transfo rms one mesh qua ntity,
the density, into a nother, the potential, this part of
the code was vectorized in a simple way."
"The res ult of all this optimi za tion is that the code
ran three times faster than it did in pure scala r
mode," she added. "Since the particle-pus her is
dominated by operations involving computed s ubscripts, most of this s peed increase is du e to the use
of STACK LIBE s ubroutines. Optimiza tion of the
code required about one month of work, but g iven
the speed increase achieved, it was well s pen t. "

The results
The resu lting code was r un to compare neutrinodominant and baryon -dominan t models of the universe. The simulation results clearly sh ow dis tinct
filament- a nd pancake-shaped structures evolving
in the neutrino-dominant model. By contrast, the
baryon-dominant model developed isolated dense
clumps and showed no large-scale fil aments or
pancakes.
At the present time, s uch results are far from conclusive. Usi ng the CIC model, the question of ga laxy
formatio n remains unsolved. If is it ass umed that
galaxies form from the collapse of the la rger pancake
structures, then the relevant time scales do not
concur. "No one has a con sis tent theory to explain

a ll the time scales," said Centrella, "but n ow some
people a re saying we need to include hypothetical
particles like the photino and the gravitino."
Cray analyst Sara Graffunder is currently working
on mul titas king Centrella and Melott's code to run
on the four-CPU CRA Y X-MP/48. Centrella explain s, " We figure we can increase our speed by a
fa ctor of four. We a lso p lan to improve our resolution by dividing our computational box with a g rid
that is 128 cubes on an edge. By multitasking the
code, a run w ith better resolution may not take
much longer than our current code does on the
CRAY-1. With this resolution we hope to get a
better idea as to the rea l thickness of the pan cakes,
which migh t shed some light on the process of
ga laxy forma tion."

Conclusion
Applications in engineering a nd ma nufacturing
have demonstra ted the va lue of CRA Y computers
fo r simu lating devices and processes that are too expensive or dangerous to manipulate directly.
Scientific researchers like Centrella and Melott have
demonstrated the value of CRA Y systems for
simulating processes that are impossible to ma nipulate directly. In addition, their research uses numerica l meth ods, and methods for vectorization a nd
gra phic d isplay tha t are widely a pplicable to problems in industry. At least as important, however, is
the prom ise of their research to significantly deepen
our understa nding of the orig in of our universe
and, ultima tely, ourselves. o
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Ima ge pro ces sin
•
ove rv1 ew
Combine the innate limitations of the human eye
w ith the correspondi ng limita tions of cameras and
other imag ing technology, and the most informa tion-rich imagery can be rendered unrecogniza ble. But transla te such imagery into digital code, and
computer intervention can be used to provide clarity. This, in the simplest terms, is the theory behind
the developmen t of image processing methods and
applications .

remotely sensed imagery onto standard cartographi c
projections. Quantitativ e processing methods are
based on predefined a lgorithms and their success is
determined by the accuracy of the mathematic al
models on which they are based. Included in both
quantitative a nd subjective methods are several
techniques, with new ones being developed as
n ecessity requires. Several techniques of each type
will be described.

Image processing techniques are extensively a pplied
in remote sensing a nd medicine. Remote sensing involves gathering information at a distance via satellites or space probes. Perhaps the most familiar
example of image processing applied to remote sensing is the processing of informa tion beamed down
from Landsat earth-imagi ng resource sa tellites.
Landsat information is routinely used to assess crop
yields, aid in urban planning a nd d etect likely locations of natural resources, s uch as petroleum a nd
mineral deposits. CRA Y com puters are ideal for
many image processing applicati ons. This ar ticle
will concentrate on examples using Landsat data.

Subjective technique s

In general, image processing can be divided into
th ree phases. First, an image is acquired a nd converted into digita l code. This can be done with real life
images via digital imaging sensors, or with images
already stored on other media such as film or video
tape. Second, the digitized image is processed
through a computer to remove distortion or to en hance features of particular interest to the human
observer. Finally, the processed digital representation is reconverted to analog form for viewing.
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Methods used to process images are of two genera l
types, subjective a nd quan titative. Subjecti ve processing, also called image enhancemen t, is intended
to improve the ability of a human viewer to interpret
an image. Subjecti ve processing techniques develop
out of trial-and-er ror approach es that depend on
adaptive, itera tive and interactive techniques. They
also often incorporate information a bout the physiology of human vision. The success of s u bjective
processing techniques is based on the human
viewer's ability to discern information of interest in
the processed image.
Quantitativ e methods, by contrast, are intended to
reduce imaging-sys tem-induced distortion or to reproject an image according to a more useful geometry. An example of the latter is the ma pping of

Linear contrast enhancemen t

To make an image useful to a human viewer, it is
often necessary to manipulate its contrast, or the
range of intensities from light to dark. The human
eye can discern far fewer distinct shades of gray
tha n digital imagin g systems are capable of encoding. Therefore, w hen a digitized image is displayed,
its many distinct shades of gray must be subdivided
into a small number of subsets.
This process works well for many applications.
However, if the digitized image has an intensity
distribution s uch tha t mos t of the pixels fall within
only a few of the subsets, then the displayed image
may be of such low contrast that most of the digitized information is con cea led.
This problem can be solved by applying linear contrast enha ncement, a lso called "contrast stretch "
since it takes a range of intensities confined to a few
subsets and maps it onto the full range available to
the film or video display termina l. This is done by
reassigning to black a ll of the pixels at or below the
lowest value of that s ubset. Pixels at or above the
highest value a re reassigned to white. This allows
the processor enough room to "stretch" the intensities within the s ubset over the entire range of values
offered by the film or video display.
Nonlinear contrast enhancemen t
It is sometimes desirable to perform contrast en-

hancement in a nonlinear manner, as w hen a situation demands that a processed image be of a particula r aesthetic quality. Non linear contrast enhancement, a lso called histogram equalization , is a n application to which CRA Y computers are particularly
well suited due to the nonlinearity of the process.
Figure 1 shows the effects of linear and nonlinear
contrast enhanceme nt applied to a Landsat image of
Minneapoli s and St. Paul, Minnesota.

Original Landsat image from spectral band 1 and corresponding histogram showing distribution of
pixels from dark to light. Note concentration of pixels at dark end of intensity scale.

Result when same image is processed
with a linear contrast enhancement,
or contrast stretch, based on the standard deviation of the pixel distribution. The histogram shows the corresponding distribution of pixels.

The same image processed with a
nonlinear contrast enhancement, or
histogram equalization. This algorithm attempts to spread the pixel
distribution over all intensity ranges
in roughly equal proportion, as seen
in the histogram.

A more drastic histogram equalization was applied here, which used a
random number generator to fill in
the discontinuities between the pixel
distributions.

Figure 1.

11

Image contouring and edge detection

An other useful enhancement technique is image
contouring, a manipula tion used to display contours
of equa l intensity w ithin a video image. This is important in radiometric anal ys is where considerations of a lbedo and shading must be taken into account. A popular method used to perform image
contouring is ca lled "bit-clipping." Using this
method, an analyst "clips," or sets to zero, a certain
number of the m ost significa nt bits of each digitized
pixel intensity value. The effect is to break up a
region of gradual black-to-white transition into
severa l s ubregions having the same intensity of
black-to-white grada tion. But bit-clipping often renders the output image deta il unrecogniza ble. An alternative method of image contouring that avoids
this drawback is to simply designa te tha t certain intensity va lues be mapped as either black or w hite.
This method can be used to s uperimpose contours
on an image at an y given interval of digital intens ity.
It has the advantage of reta ining mos t of the input
data since only those pixels a t the specified contour
values are modified, thus minimizing image distortion.
Like image contouring, edge detection is an enhancement technique used to discern boundaries between areas h aving different textures. For example,
edge detection applied to La ndsat data can reveal
roads, building boundaries and agricultural crop
boundaries, informa tion tha t has applica tions in
fields s uch as cartograph y.
Edge detection typically involves scanning the digitized lines of an image with a 3x3-pixel "window".
At each pass over the image, the edge detection a lgorithm computes the contrast gradient a mong the
nine pixels comprising the w indow to produce a
new va lu e for the output image. A demonstration
image processed w ith an edge detection a lgorithm is
s hown in Figure 2. The edge detection a lgorithm
used for this example took the hig h (white) value o f
a contrast gradien t a nd assigned it to the output
image. Such a process can be computationally intensive when dealing w ith la rge a mounts of data, s ince
the algorithm mus t weigh a nd sum the nine
w indow-pixel values for each pi xel in the output
image.

Quantitativ e techniques
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Un like the s ubj ective image processing techniques
described above, quantitative techniques are based
on particular mathematical models. An example
would be a n a lgorithm to remove distortion introduced by the fixed s hading pa ttern of a film scan ner .
Such a pattern is undesirable a nd can be removed by
mathema tically m odeling it a nd w riting a program
to remove it from each scanned image. In this case,
success in processing is based on the acc uracy of the
mathematica l model, not on the evaluation of an
ana lyst, as w ith subjecti ve techniques. Other qua n titative techniques include geometric tran sforma tion
and multispectral classifica tion.

Figure 2. Original image of Apollo astronauts and theresulting image when processed with an edge detection
algorithm.
Geometric transformation

Geometric transformation modifies the size and
s ha pe of a n image. This technique is sometimes
ca lled "rubber sheet tra nsform ation " because the
effect is similar to app lying an image to a rubber
s heet a nd stretching it into a particular geometric
reference frame .
Common types of geo metric tra nsformations include standard mapping projections such as orthographic, Mercator and polar s tereographic projection . In addition, there are two mapping proj ections
tha t have been developed specifically for Landsat

tographic p rojection calculated the location of the
data to be accessed from the SSD by raytracing each
point o n the planet back to where the correspon ding
data would be on the flat tiled Landsat image. Use of
the SSD enabled th is process to be d o ne at least 30
times faster than would have been possible usi ng a
traditiona l storage disk.
Multispect ral classificati on

Another importa nt qua ntitative image processing
technique often app lied to Landsat da ta is multispec tral classificat ion. T his in volves classifying materia ls
in a scene according to their relative spectral properties. A multis pectral classificati on of a n image is performed by a nal yzing each pixel and determini ng
w hether th e spectral respon se exhibited by that
pixel correspon ds to the spectral response of a
kn own m ateria l. T he spectral r esponse is the relative
intensity of each spectral band that th e imaged material reflects. The accuracy of spectral classificat ion algorithms can be checked against actual in ventories
of ma terials covering the area being imaged.
In a s imple case of multispec tra l classifica tion, a onecolo r image can be made by taking a weigh ted s um
of produ cts fr o m the seven La ndsat bands. This
m ea ns that the amount a given band w ill contribute
to th e image will be determine d by how heavily tha t
band is weig hted. An observer w ill often weight a
band according to th e va lue of its data to that o bserver. O nce a formula of weig hts a nd functions fo r processing an image is determine d that measu re som e
true value or attribute o n the ground (s uch as th e
chlorophy ll content of a lake) it ca n be used repeatedly w ith new Landsat data to make measurem en ts
over vast a reas on the ground. With a high-spee d
computer, such as th e CRA Y, th ese methods can be
used to do a quick in teractive loo k over the data in
minutes.

Figure 3. Landsat data from Sinai desert and the same
data projected onto a sphere. © 1984 Geometric Productions, Berkeley, Californ ia.
imagery th at do not correspon d to any s tandard cartographic projection s. Anal ysts w ho wish to use car tographica lly projected Landsat data must become
fa miliar w ith the details of these projection s.
A un ique example of car tographic projection carried
out on a CRA Y is a s imula ted planet tha t was created
by projecting two-dimen sional La ndsat da ta o nto a
sphere. This is illustrated in Figure 3. A tiling process was used to divide a La ndsat image of the Sinai
desert into a number of subpictures. This data was
stored in th e CRA Y Solid-state Storage Device
(SSD) . The algorithm tha t carried ou t the car-

Processed La ndsa t data provides examples of m an y
types of image processing methods and applicatio ns.
But image processing m eth ods are also incorpora ted
into imag ing tech nology used in m edici ne, such as
com puterized tomograp hy and nuclear mag netic
res onance imaging . Promising applica ti ons for th e
future include binocular vision for robots, wh ich
wou ld increase their versatility by giving them
depth per ception, and combining image pr ocessing
w ith computer graph ics for motion picture s pecia l
effects. These and yet unforeseen developm ents will
continue to expand the range of image processing
applicatio ns for h igh -speed scientific computers . o
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CORPORATE
REGISTER
Bracknell Data Centre
goes live
To bring supercomputer power to a
wider audience in the United Kingdom, Cray U.K. initiated con stru ction of a data center to provide
facilities for software development,
training support fo r new employees
as well as offering a s upercomputer
service to outside users. The result
was seen October 1, w hen the Bracknell Data Centre came to life.
The Centre h ouses a CRA Y
X-M P/12 as well as IBM and VAX
front-end computers. "We knew we
wa nted the CRA Y, IBM and VAX
equipment for software development," explained Nick Edmunds,
Data Centre Manager. "These are
also the prima ry fron t-ends used by
our typical customers."
"Selling computer time and services
to scientists and customers throughout the United Kingdom will help
potential Cray cus tomers to take
smaller steps in getting their applications running on the CRA Y. With
our support, they can build their
use until they are comfortable with
the CRA Y," said Edmunds.
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Most service bureau customers will
use the CRA Y remotely and Jines
between the Data Centre and each
customer's computer center w ill be
installed as n eeded. For more inform a tion on th e Bracknell Da ta
Centre, contact Nick Edmunds,
Cray Research (UK) Ltd., Cray
House, London Road, Bracknell,

Berkshire RG12 2SY, United Kingdom, telephone Bracknell (0344)
485971.

velopment in exploration data processing a nd petroleum engineering.

NMFECC to get CRA Y
Oil producers expand
CRAVuse
Three consecutive months recently
saw orders fo r CRA Y computers
from oil producing companies.
In August, Cray announced the
order of a CRA Y X-MP/12 by Sun
Company. The system is scheduled
for installation in the fourth quarter
of 1984 at Sun 's Richardson
Computer Center in Richardson,
Texas. The system will be used
largely by Sun Exploration and Production Company, a Sun Company
unit, for oilfield reservoir simula tion and seismic activities.
In September, Cray announced that
EXXON Company USA also ordered
a CRA Y X-MP/12. The system is
scheduled for installation in the
first quarter of 1985 at the compa ny's Exploration Da ta Processing
Center in H ouston, Texas. It will be
used for exploration data processing.
The firs t order for a four-processor
CRAY X-MP in the petroleum industry was a nnounced by Cray in
October. The system, a CRAY
X-MP/48, was ordered by Chevron
Oil Field Research Compan y of La
Habra, California, a nd is sch eduled
for installation during the second
quarter of 1985. Chevron plans to
use the system for research and de-

The National Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center (NMFECC) recently ordered a CRAY X-MP/22.
The system, which will be leased,
will be installed at the NMFECC in
Liver more, California, in the fourth '
quarter of 1984, joining two CRAYs
already in stalled. The NMFECC pro- 1j:~
vides large-scale computing services
to researchers in magnetic fusion
and energy research at 75 laboratories and universities across the
na tion . The Center received its first
Cray in 1978.

Los Alamos acquires
sixth CRAY
Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LA NL) recently ex pa nded its
computing facilities by acquiring its
sixth CRA Y supercomputer, Cray
Research announced in September.
LANL's la test CRA Y acquisition is a
CRA Y X-MP/24 with a Solid-state
Storage Device that will be used for
scientific and engineering research
a nd development.

Navy orders CRA Y
The Naval Research Laboratory
(NRL) in Washing ton, D.C. ordere~~~
a CRA Y X-MP/12 to be installed in !J.
the first quarter of 1985. NRL is
operated by the U.S. Department o!~ ~
the Navy and will use the CRA Y in ~
a wide range of research projects.
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APPLCATONS
N DEPTH
Mechani cal simulati on
codes available on CRA Y
DRAM (Dyna mic Response of Articulated Machinery) is a twodimensional mechanical a na lysis
program n ow available on CRA Y
machines. It can be used to ana lyze
motion such as tha t of an aircraft
landing gear, robot arm, or simila r
device driven by consistent input
forces. It can also be used to study
the structural d eformation of a utomobiles, mach ine tools, or other
complex mechanical systems, as
well as for unus ual operating conditions w here in put forces are erratic.
DRAM determines static equ ilibrium a nd time response (dis placements, velocities, acceleration s and
reaction forces) of planar, multifreedom, rigid body mecha nical systems (machinery, vehicles) which
perform th rough large displacement. DRAM requ ires as da ta only
a minimal d efinition of the mechanical system. It proceeds from
this da ta to develop and numeri cally
evalua te the system equa tions of
motion, then reports the results as
graphic terminal disp lays or p rintout summaries. The input lang uage
provided is m nemonic and freefor m. Ex tensive diagn ostics warn
the user of input errors.
So me cu rre nt app li cations of
DRAM are the ana lysis of joint
loads on suspens ion a nd chassis
componen ts for fin ite-element analysis, sim ulation of nuclear reactor
handli ng mechan ism d yna mics and
determina tion of bearing forces in
internal combus tion engines. In one
case, a computer simula tion of a
train crash using DRAM was admitted as evidence in a cou rt of Jaw.

I

DR AM incorporates severa l features
to account for the behavior of rea listic mac h inery a nd vehicles. These
are:
•

R e pr ese nt a tion o f mu lt i degree-of- freedom (dyn a micL
con strain ed or unconstrain ed
syste ms, inc! uding zero degreeof- freed om (kinema tic) systems
as a s ubset.

• A li brary o f fo rce elements such
as springs a nd da mpers. Included
in th is libra ry are m odels of
impact and Coulom b friction.
• A libra ry of motion generators
(idea l motors) that describe timedependent motion of va rious
elements.
• Use r-specified force effects permitting represen ta tion of u n usu a l or no nlinear applied forces.
• Surface-to-s u rface (higher- pa ir)
contact.

(pi n ned), prisma tic (sliding), screw,
sp ur gear, cyl indric, universat
sp he r ic (ball and socketL and
planar joints in any closed-loop
combination s. Linear or nonlinear
s prings and viscous dampers may
also be included, either within
joints or acting between specified
poin ts on the moving links. Mass
and gravity effects can be simulated.
The system can be driven either by
a pplied forces or input motions
w h ich can be specified fu nctions of
time or system geometr y.
The IMP system is capable of simu lation in any of three different
mod es: k in ema tic (geom etricL
s tatic (equilibr iumL or d ynamic
(time response) mode. In any of
these modes, IMP will calcu late the
requested positions, veloci ties, accelerations, static and dynamic constraint forces, natural frequencies,
damping ratios, and sma ll oscil lation tra nsfer fu nc tions (principal vibration modes) o f the system
sim ulated .

Persons interested in additiona l infor ma tion abo ut DRAM, or the
three-dimen sio na l mecha n ica l systems s im ula tion p rogram ADAMS
(see CRAY CH ANNELS, Vol. 6, No.
2) on the CRA Y s hou ld contact: Mechan ica l Dyna mics, Inc., 3055 P lymouth Road, Ann Arbor, Mt 48105;
telephone: (313) 994-3800.

SSD allow s CFD
breakthr ough

Another mecha nical systems simula tion program available on the
CRA Y is the Integrated Mecha nisms
Program (IMP). Th e IMP system is
intended fo r the simu la tion of twoor th ree-dimension a l rigid link mechan ica l systems having single or
multiple degrees o f freedom. The
simulation can include revolute

Analysts a t Cray Research recently
set a milestone in computatio nal
fluid dynamics (CFD). Using a
single pr ocessor of the CRA Y
X- MP/48 wit h 8 MWords of
memory an d a 128-MWord Cray
Solid -state Storage Device (SSD),
analysts Jef Dawson and Kent Misegades s uccessfu ll y ran a finite
volu me analysis on a n airplane

For mo re information on IMP on
the CRA Y con tact: JML Research,
Inc., 5713 C raba pple Lane, Madison,
W I, 5371 1 ; telep h one: (608)
274-2524.
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APPLICATIONS IN DEPTH
second channels, is a viable alternative to extremely large main memories for large CFD problems.
"Running the code the way we did
isn't difficult," said Misegades.
"The SSD looks like a disk to the
program since it uses the same job
con trol sta temen t. This means the
code doesn't need an y modifications
to move fro m disk to the SSD, so
our method is completely portable."

Leading edge vortices on a delta wing.
wi ng us ing 2.5 million grid poin ts,
about 50 times the number routinely used.
The w ing a na lyzed was a delta
w ing operating at a high a ngle of
attack (15 degrees) at transonic
speed (free-stream Mac h nu mber =
.7). At such ang les of attack, delta
wings produce leading edge vortices. These vortices cause local regions of high velocity across the
wing's upper surface, resulting in
lower pressure in these reg ions.
These low pressure regions sign ificantly contribute to the lift produced by the wing. Th e accurate
simulation of such comp licated
flows demands a very fine computationa l grid, w hich requires the large
data storage capacity n ow available
wi th the CRA Y X-MP/48 and the
128-MWord SSD.
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Dawson and Stephen Leicher of
Dornier GmbH in West Germany
performed the analysis using a code
that solves the Euler equations of
s teady th ree-dimensional inviscid
fluid motion. Th e code was written
by Dr. Antony Jameson of Princeton
University and modified fo r ou tof-memory cases by Dawson and
Leicher. The modified code a llows
the user to contro l the amou nt of
data that is in memor y and th e
amount that is out-of-memory (on

hard disks or the SSD). In the past,
it was not feasible to store large
qu an ti ties of da ta ou t-of-memory,
because I/0 time was excessive.
H owever, in this analysis, using the
SSD for o ut-of-mem ory data, I/0
time was less than five percent of
CPU time, even th ough 16 times as
much data was on the SSD as was in
centra l memory. Th is result demonstrates that the large SSD memory,
which is connected to the main
memory by two 1000-Mbyte-per-

"Being able to use the 128-MWord
SSD without incurring a big I/0
penalty is very important," commented Dawson. "Not only did it
let us use more than enough points
to ana lyze this flow problem, but it
also opens the possibility of solving
the full Navier-Stokes equations for
some three-dimensional geometr ies." The Navier-Stokes equations
model fluid flow more accurately
than the Euler equations by including viscous effects, but they require
more grid points to solve a problem
with the same numerical accuracy.
The graphics software package
MOVIE.BYU was used to color-code
the calculated pressure coefficient
and Mach number distribu tes on
the upper surface of the w ing.

Left, pressure coefficient distribution on wing upper surface (red is lowest ....... ccHro
Righ t, Supersonic Mach number distribution on wing upper surface (wh ite is highest Mach number) .

USER NEWS
the "blobby" modeling primitives
recently created by Dr. Ja mes F.
Blinn a t the Jet Propulsion Laborator y. These primitives are used as
mathematical building blocks that
meld together, creating diverse
three-dim e n si ona l forms with
smooth boundarie s

Computationally shaped sperm cells approach an ovum in this scene from The
Final Frontier. © A lan Barr, California Institute of Technology and Gray Lorig,
Rensselaer Polytechni c Institute, 1984.

Cell fertiliza tion on the
CRAY
In w ha t looks like a scene from the
latest animated science fiction saga,
a fleet of sperm are seen swimming
toward a dis tant ovum. Although
the scene isn 't from a work of fiction, it isn' t quite rea l either. Th e
sperm and ovum are the stars of a
CRA Y-generate d film sequence,
The Final Frontier. The film was
made to graph ically show that the
evolution of the h ead sh ape of
swimming sperm was determine d
by the laws of fluid d yn a mics.
The marriage of fluid dynamics and
microbiolo gy
Ia supercom puter
was perfor med by AI Barr of the
Computer Scien ce Departme nt at
The California Ins titute of Technology and Gray Lorig of The Center
for Interactive Computer Graphics
at Rensselaer Polytechn ic Ins titute.
The rela tionship between sperm
head shape and fluid dynamics was

a

the topic of Barr's Ph.D. thesis in
Appli ed Mathemat ics, and The
Final Fron tier d eveloped out of that
research.
Using equations governing fluid
d yna mics, Barr ca lculated the optimum head shape for swimming
sperm . H e then compared the optimum s hape with the shape of actua l
swimming sperm heads, a nd found
them to match . From this, Barr
concluded that fluid dynamics was
the principal force governing the
evolution of sperm head s hapes.
In creating the fi lm, Barr used fluid
dynamic principles to calcula te the
shape, swimming motion, and trajectory of each s perm cell. Gray
Lorig developed the program to
render the objects on the CRA Y and
to store the images on magn etic
tape so that they could be photographed frame by frame on th e
Dicomed film recorder. The sperm
and egg cells were cons tructed from

The 30 second film sequence sh ows
the progressio n of sperm cells w ith
the mathemat ically-der ived head
shapes swimming toward an ovum.
The sequence was generated entirely
on a CRAY X-MP at Cray' s Mendota
Heights, Minnesota facility. Each
frame of the film required about
five m inutes of computer time to
generate, at a resolution of approximately 1500 by 2000 pixels. The
Final Frontier was on e of 18
computer- generated film sequences
specially prepared on Omnimax
film fo r presentation at SIGGRAP H
' 84, held in July in Min neapolis,
Minnesota .

New nacelle s shaped
compu tationa lly
Airplane desig ners continue to reap
the benefits of computati ona l aerodynamics. Th e Boeing Commerc ial
Airp la ne Company recen tly used
the resources of its computer services center, whic h currently
houses a CRA Y-1 and a CRA Y-1/S,
to solve an unusual design problem
it faced in modifying its 737 comm ercial airpla ne. Th e modified version, the 737-300, owes its successful design in part to high speed
com puting th a t reduced wind
tunnel testing time and gave engineers the confidenc e to proceed
with an unor thodox design.
Th e 737 is a twin-engi ne plan e that
Boeing has been man u fact uring
since 1965. When Boeing decided to
replace the p lan e' s engines with
larger, quieter on es, design engineers were faced with an unusual
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challenge. Because the 737's wings
a re relatively low to the g round,
engineers had to design a nacelle
(engine housing) that would accommodate the larger engines, but s till
provide sufficient ground cleara nce.
"The n ew nacelle design had to be
flatten ed on the bottom, and this
s hape had never been tried before."
commented Walt Gillette, supervisor of aerodynamics for the
737-300. "Plus, for competitive reasons, we were working on a tig ht
timetable."
Computationa l methods allowed
the Boeing engineers to test and
modify proposed designs quickly.
"Traditionally, we would develop
new designs by doing some limited
analytica l work, then run w ind
tunnel tests a nd use the results to
refine the design, then re-test, and
so forth," expla ined Gillette. "This
iterative process was very successful, but it was a lso very time
consuming. Using the computational methods that high-speed computers like the CRA Y give us access to,
we can now do a more exact analysis from the beginning, and th is sig-

nificantly red uces the number of iterations we need to go through."

mental in allowing this airplane to
reach the market.

The w ind tunnel simulation that
was used to tes t the new nacelle
design in corporated nearly the
entire plane, including its nacelles,
w ings, wing flaps, fuselage and exha ust from the engine. A typical
simulation involved 3000 to 4000
boundary conditions. "The pressure
distributions predicted computationally were accurate enough for
us to make detailed design decisions," commented Gillette. "Our
computational results gave us the
confidence to proceed with the
unusual shape, and speeded up production considerably compared
w ith the time wind tunnel testing
alone would ha ve taken." (Nacelle
positioning relative to the wing on
the 737-300 was also arrived at computationally. See this issue's related
article, beginning on page 2.)

U of M CRA Y models CVD

The 737 -300 was certified for commercial use in November, 1984. No
doubt few of the airline passengers
who fly in it will appreciate th at
high-speed computing was instru-
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Unique flat-bottomed nacelle for Boeing's new 737-300.

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
is a process used extensively in the
semiconductor manufacturing industry. CVD techniques attempt to
create a thin uniform solid film on a
substrate by exposing the substrate
to gaseous chemical reactants. As
applied to semiconductor manufacturing, it is commonly used to
grow a variety of thin films such as
polycrystalline silicon on silicon
wafers and gallium aluminum arsenide on gallium arsenide wafers.
Virtually all major electronics
companies manufacturing integrated circuits for use in computers use
CVD techniques during several key
manufacturing steps. But despite
CVD's commercial success, knowledge of its underlying physical and
chemical processes is incomplete.
Some researchers in the University
of Minnesota's Chemical Engineering and Materials Science Department are working to understand
these processes for the purpose of

chamber is three-dimensio nal a nd
the film growth involves several
chemical species, CVD models consist of large nu mbers of nonlinear
partial differential equation s. These
are solved by finite element and orthogonal collocation techniques
including Newton iteration. These
p rocedures require solving n umerous n on linear algebraic equations
- a task fo r which the CRA Y-1 is
ideally suited.

Interference patterns arising from radially nonuniform silicon dioxide film
thickness.
im proving the design a nd operation
of CVD reaction chambers. The
CRAY-1 ins talled at the University
makes feasible the modeling of the
complex fluid flow patterns and
chemical reactions fo und in CVD
reactors.

tha t the final device properties w ill
vary across the wafer, if it is even
feasible to build devices. H ot wall,
LPCVD reactors ser ve as the main
CVD tool for polycrystalline si licon
and dielectric fi lms in silicon in tegrated circuit manufacture.

The reactors being modeled at the
University are of two main types: 1)
hot walt low pressure (LPCVD)
chambers and 2) cold wall chambers, which operate a t atmospheric
pressu re. Both rely on the flow and
diffusion of gases w ithin the ch amber to transpor t the reactant to the
substrate.

Cold wall reactors are used primarily for growing epitaxia l, or single
crystal, layers of silicon and compound semiconductor s s uch as gallium arsenide. The cooled walls are
needed to minimize defects in the
epitaxial film. They inhibit the
growth of film on the reactor's internal s urfaces which might flake,
depositing ma teria l on the device,
which, in turn, would interfere
w ith the growth of the epitaxial
layer. Convection currents inside
cold wa ll CVD reaction ch ambers
are unavoidable, however, since the
substrate must be heated to drive
the chemical reactions that bond
the reactant to the s ubstrate. Flow
patterns in a CVD reaction chamber
are further complicated by the interaction of convection currents with
the gas jet introducing the gaseous
reactant.

LPCVD chambers have diffusion
coefficients three orders of magnitude larger than a t atmosphere pressure, resulting in transport 1000
times faster than in cold wall reactors. An LPCVD chamber's hot
walls also minimize convection currents that occur w ithin a chamber
because of the tempera ture gradient
between a chamber's heat source
and its walls. Convection currents
are genera ted as wa rm fluid inside
the chamber rises, and the resulting
secondary flo w interferes with the
uniform distribution of the gaseous
reactant over the s ubstrate. The net
result is layers of uneven thickness
being deposited on the wafer, so

Realistic modeling of CVD reactors
requires accurate descriptions of
fluid flow, heat and mass transport
and chemical reactions. Since the

C hem ica l e ngineering professor
Klavs F. Jensen and graduate students working with him are developing models for several types of
CVD reactors. So far, CVD models
have invoked critical assumptions
that made the equations easy to
solve but also meant that only qualitative trends could be predicted.
Jensen's group is exploiting modern
computer technology, in particular
the CRA Y-1, to derive accurate
models for improving CVD chamber design .
One example is the commercial
tubular LPCVD reactor w herein
silicon wafers are placed concentrically, as phon ograph records in a
record rack. A two-dimension al
model d esign ed by the group for
this reactor correctly predicts fi lm
thickness across each wafer and
from wafer to wafer. With such a
model it is possible to select operating conditions where film thickness
variatio ns are minimized. While
this m odel can be solved on conventio nal computers, th e CRA Y-1 is essential to the ongoing modeling of
complex flow and growth patterns
in horizontal, cold wall atmospheric
CVD chambers. Two-dimensio nal
convection rolls in helium and
n itrogen carrier gases have been
computed w ith finite element analysis by graduate student Harry
Moffat. Current efforts focus on
co m p ut ing the full thr ee dimensional roll patterns and on
including realistic CVD ch em istry
for silicon and gallium arsenide
growth. The two-dimension al analysis has predicted experimental observations and th e full model
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semiconductor manu factu ring will
d iffuse when heated. Thus, low tempera tures allow manufacturers to
retain s harp concentrations of dopants on their devices.

PRESSURE
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3-ZONE RESISTANCE HEATER

Si wafer

Schematic of tubular hot wall LPCVD reactor.
should furthe r resolve disputes in
the CVD literature concerning flow
phenomena in horizontal CVD
reactors. CRA Y-aided a nalysis in
this case provides the same insights
as wou ld very difficu lt experiments.
Anot h er type of reactor, the
stagnation-point flow reactor, is of
particular interest to Dr. Jensen's
group because of its well-defined
flow configu ration. In this type of
reactor, the substra te is perpendicular to the flow s tream carrying the
reactant. The ad va ntages of this
reactor are its performance in
generating a uniform film thickness
and the ease with wh ich performance can be analyzed, since the
growt h process for some systems
may be considered on e-dimensional. Jensen said this type of reactor may become increasingly attractive to the sem iconductor indus try
as the industry moves to larger silicon wafers, since the ch amber is
s uited to single wafer processing.
Jensen's group has developed a onedimensional model of s tagnationpoint flow reactors. Currently, a
two-dimensional simulation is
being refined w hich takes into account both axial and radial flow
st r eams. The previous, onedimensional simulation simplified
the problem by assu ming a reacta nt
substrate of infinite area, eliminat-
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ing the need to take into accou nt the
s ubstrate's edges and the chamber
wa lls. The current simula tion accounts for edge a nd wall effects,
wh ich ca n greatly influence recircula tion and growth patterns in the
chamber. This approach w ill also
a llow analysis of flow recircu lation
a nd resulting fi lm nonunifor m ities
in commonl y used vertical reactors
for metal-organic CVD of gallium
a rse nid e co mpou nd semiconductors.
The current two-dimensional code
is a banded ma trix program w ith
1000 variables. "Now tha t the code
is runn ing, I'm tryi ng to modify the
boundary conditions to simulate
reactors with different configura tions," explained Carl Houtman, a
student wor king on the program.
"Because of the CRA Y's vectorization capability, it can solve a 1000variable matrix in only 2-3 CPU
seconds, which is about 20 times
faster than on our Cyber 74. Without the use of the CRAY, I wouldn't
attem pt to tackle this problem."
Stagna tio n -p oint flow modeling
a lso forms the basis fo r simulation
of plasma-assisted CVD. This process is growing in importance because it offers low d eposition temperatures and s pecial material properties. Low tempera tu res are advantageous since some dopants used in

Plasma-assis ted CVD uses a radio
frequency field ins tead of heat to
drive the chemical reactions. In addition to the fluid flow and n eutral
ch emical species balances of the
conventional CVD s tagnation-point
flow model, equa tions for the electric field, ion concentration, and
electron density must be included
to accurately model plasma-assisted
CVD. Moreover, solution profiles
often var y rapidly over small spatial
distances. Therefore, a fine mesh
must be employed with a resulting
very large number of n onlinear algebraic equations. Again, the speed
and memory of the CRA Y-1 are essentia l to simulate reactor performance.
"At this point I'm working on a oned imensional code for a plasmaassisted reactor, because the physics
involved is extremely complex. But
a one-dimen sion a l model is still
useful for analyzing certain reactor
configuration s, s uch as the parallel
p late discharge reactor," explained
Dav id Graves, a student developing
the program . " A real value of
modeling is w h at it teach es us
about the physics and chemistry involved . It gets people asking the
rig ht questions."
The CVD simulation s incor porate
numerical techn iques developed at
the University of Minnesota as well
as special algorithms such as Sandia
National Laboratory's nonlinear
differentia l algebraic system solver,
DASSL. Access to the CRAY-1 has
made much of the two- and threedimensional modeling feasible. "Because of the CRA Y's speed we'll end
up paying between one-tenth and
one-ha lf of wh at it would cost to
run these programs on the University's oth er compu ters," said Dr.
Jensen. " And some of the an alyses
could only be carried out on the
CRAY."
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